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Message from President Gina Kerzman
I can't believe how fast 2012 has gone by, and that there is only
one more month left in my presidency. As we enter into a new
year, I would like to alert our membership to some critical issues
and needs we have as an association.
Our association plays a critical role as the voice of Indian people
for our agency across the nation. it is our job to advocate for both
the Indian employee as well as the Indian customer. With
shrinking budgets, this has become more difficult to accomplish
but not impossible.
As president I was able to assist the national office in forming the
new Regional Tribal Conservation Advisory Councils. Our
association has two seats on each regional council; one elder from our elder's committee and one
additional AIANEA member. AIANEA national council received and vetted applications from our
membership and selected individuals to hold these choice seats. Congratulations AIANEA in making history.
One of our major connections to the national office, our national tribal liaison Edie Morgeau, retired and the
position has not been refilled. Edie played a critical role in supporting our association at the national level and
bringing forward tribal issues to our national leadership. It is even more important than ever that our
association bring critical issues to the attention of our national leadership.
We as an association have had to adapt to a new way of doing business, especially since we have not been able
to hold a national conference. This transition has not gone well. Several of our committees have been nonfunctioning and have not met for two years. I take responsibility as the current president for not providing
adequate guidance and direction to these committees. I would like to call on our membership to help the new
president by volunteering for some of these committees and bringing them back to life. Once committee that
would be especially useful right now is the communications committee to help get information to our
membership, and package information to send to the national office.
I was deeply saddened to receive a resignation letter from the second Vice President, Stacy Kimble, who
stepped down because of personal obligations to his family. I am thankful to Ciro LoPinto who stepped up to
finish Stacy's term until the end of the year. However, we will need to elect a 1st Vice President this year,
where Stacy was intending to serve. Our elections will be held in December. Please consider running for this
important office or one of the other critical positions that are coming open this year. I am putting out a call and
a challenge to our members to decide whether they want to see this association thrive through our individual
efforts or wither because of our lack of individual enthusiasm.
I am calling upon the membership to help us rally at one of the most critical times in our association's history. I
am willing to continue to serve the national council in 2013 in whatever capacity they need in order to help our
association provide the guidance and direction that our agency needs regarding tribal issues. I feel like there
were things left undone during my presidency, and I owe it to the national council to continue to help our
association to be relevant.
We will conduct our membership business meeting via teleconference on December 6 at 3:00 pacific standard
time. Please watch for more information regarding this teleconference call. And please, if you care about this
association, try to attend the meeting.
I look forward to your response to my challenge, and look forward to hearing from everyone on December 6.
Sincerely,
Gina Kerzman
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Membership Dues
Student - $10.00
Regular - $25.00
Tribal College - $100.00
Tribal - $500.00
Lifetime - $250.00 1 x payment/or
payable in 4 installments of $65/year
Please mail payment to:
Harold Bryant
Treasurer
1510 29th Street
Hondo, TX 78861

PENALTY/
FRANKED MAIL &
OFFICIAL
STATIONARY.
YOU MAY NOT:
Use official
government
envelopes (with or
without applied
postage) or official
letterhead stationery
for personal business.

LOOK FOR US ON FACEBOOK!
AIANEA is now on Facebook! AIANEA wanted to take
advantage of the most popular social media tools to stay connected. This will give
AIANEA the opportunity to stay connected not only with our membership, but
with partners, friends, students and associates. AIANEA and Friends can use
Facebook to post pictures of our events, share activities with tribes, share our
journeys and participate in discussion forums. Please take advantage and stay
connected!
http://www.facebook.com/pages/American-Indian-Alaska-Native-Employees-Association/160121254007738?
sk=wall
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American Indian Alaska Native Employee Association Award
Scholarships at the American Indian Science and Engineering
National American Indian Science and Engineering Fair
for American Indian/Alaska Native students to
actively participate in a science-based learning
environment and create science projects that can be
shared with peers, teachers, and educators. This
educational activity allows students to teach
themselves and to take from the established
information what they need to discover something
new, to learn and execute the steps of the scientific
method, and to identify the tools necessary to conduct
and conclude their project. NAISEF provides a forum
for students to have their research recognized and
critiqued in the disciplines of science, mathematics,
AISES is a national, nonprofit organization which
nurtures community development by bridging science engineering, technology, and cultural preservation.
Participants have opportunities to win scholarships,
and technology with traditional values. Through its
cash awards, and traditional prizes. NAISEF Grand
educational programs such as the NAISEF; AISES
Award winners advance to compete at the Intel
provides opportunities for American Indians and
International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF)
Alaska Natives to pursue studies in science,
engineering, and technology. AISES’ ultimate goal is where they compete with students from across the
world. Two of the AIANEA scholarship winners did
to be a catalyst for the advancement of American
advance to the ISEF.
The American Indian Alaska Native Employee
Association (AIANEA) awarded three scholarships to
three high school seniors at the American Indian
Science and Engineering Society (AISES) National
American Indian Science and Engineering Fair
(NAISEF) held in Albuquerque, New Mexico from
March 22 through March 24, 2012. AIANEA awarded
a $100.00 scholarship in the following three science
project categories; Environmental Science, Animal
science and Plant Science.

Dr. Carol Crouch, NRCS National American Indian/
Alaska Native Special Emphasis Manager, AIANEA
member, Chair of the AIANEA Scholarship
Committee and District Conservationist for NRCS in
Oklahoma; served as AIANEA judge for the special
science project scholarships.
Plant science winner was Lawrence Redhorse,
member of the Navajo Nation in New Mexico; with

AIANEA winner, Alicia Jordain, thanks Dr. Crouch after
AIANEA winner, Alicia Jordain, thanks Dr. Crouch after
being
judged.
being judged.

Indians and Native Alaskans as they become selfreliant and self-determined members of society and
special awards; such as that provided by AIANEA,
helps AISES deliver their goal as well as provides
encouragement to American Indian students to excel
in math, engineering and science.
The annual National American Indian Science &
Engineering Fair (NAISEF) provides an opportunity

AIANEA winner Lawrence Redhorse visits with Dr.
Crouch at NAISEF awards ceremony.
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entitled; Polychlorinated biphenyl in Minnesota
Wetlands; Impact on Macro-invertebrates.

AIANEA winner, Sara Nix, visits with Oklahoma State
Conservationist, Ron Hilliard, at her science project
booth.
AIANEA winner, Lawrence Redhorse featured during the

his science project entitled; Production of Densified judging event.
Wood log from Invasive Tumbleweeds Species
salsola iberica (Russian thistle) and Chrysothamnus
nauseiusus (Rabbit Brush) commonly found on the
Navajo Nation. Animal Science winner was Sara
Nix, member of the Cherokee Nation, in Oklahoma;
with her science projected entitled; Testing the
effectiveness of eight
different botanical
extracts as repellents
against Amblyomma
americannum, the
Lone Star Tick. The
Environment Science
winner was Alicia
Jordain, a member of
the Leech Lake band
Left to right: Ron Hilliard, Oklahoma State Conservationist,
of Ojibwe, in
Alicia Jordain, Kim Nix and Lawrence Redhorse.
Minnesota; with her
science project
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A World of Excellence

By Deborah Clairmont-NRCS Soil Conservationist, Cortez, Colorado

Bismarck, ND-The 2011 American Indian
Higher Education Consortium (AIHEC)
Conference held host to several USDA
agencies giving their career opportunities
and advise to students from USDA/1994
Programs Land Grant Tribal Colleges.
Over six hundred students arrive to
compete in several skills; writing, web
page design, science bowl, art, traditional
plants, science poster, business, speech,
film, volleyball, Indian hand games,
archery and Wii sports.

1st place winners; Dine Tribal College standing with
Lawrence Shorty National Team Leader USDA/1994 Programs

The 1994 Programs created the first
‘USDA Position Paper Competition’
where teams of three students from
several 1994 Tribal Colleges competed in
producing a thesis paper on issues that
affect their Tribal College and tribal community.
Students topics were based on the USDA current
goals: enhancing food availability to help combat
obesity, improve personal health and improve
nutritional options; Tribal Energy Independence to
create jobs, improve the general economic
development and become more diverse, sustainable
and vibrant; strategies to improve air quality, clean
water, wildlife habitat, help farmers and ranchers
protect environmental and natural resources for
generations to follow; maximize Native Farmers and
Ranchers profitability and promote Economic
Development in the tribal community.

Cruz, Harriet Blackhoop, Shantelle Cruz and third
place: Fort Berthold Tribal College- ‘A Native
American Dream: Farming and Ranching in today’s
World’, Tamara Halvorson, Pearl Roy, Victoria
Mandan.

Other Keynote speakers: Kathleen Merrigan-Deputy
Secretary of Agriculture USDA spoke about ‘Know
Your Farmer Know Your Food’; Jodi Gillette-Deputy
Assistant Secretary- Indian Affairs for Policy and
Economic Development U. S. Department of the
Interior, and Hattie Kauffman-National Television
Correspondent shared their experiences of being a
leader. In addition, other USDA representatives
Five teams were selected from entries to present a
current issue and solutions for their Tribal College and present: Cathea M. Simelton-USDA Office of
tribal community at the AIHEC conference. The
Advocacy and Outreach Beginning Farmers and
USDA Position Paper Competition consisted of four
Ranchers Program; Barbara A. King-USDA/ARS
judges; Lorena Carrasco-Deputy Assistant
NPA Outreach, Diversity and Equal Opportunity
Administrator; Lawrence Shorty-National Team
Program Manager.
Leader USDA/1994 Programs; Stephanie KoziskiProgram Analyst 1994 Programs; Deborah ClairmontNRCS Soil Conservationist.
Three student teams were chosen for first place: Dine
Tribal College-‘Improving Lifestyles & Improving
Life for Native Adolescence’, Tye Brown, Lindsey
Deswood, Erik Freeman, second place: Sitting Bull
Tribal College ‘Living the Healthy Lifestyle’, Jalisa
The Four Winds Newsletter of AIANEA Volume 5 Edition 1 Niibin 2012
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New Illinois State Conservationist Named
Because
Dozier’s
previous
position was
located in
NRCS’
State Office
facility in
Champaign,
Dozier was selected for this leadership position from Illinois, he
a pool of applicants from across the country. Dozier begins his
holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Agronomy and new duties
a Master’s in Environmental Studies from the
immediately
AIANEA Past President
University of Illinois. He served six years in the U.S. and without
IVAN DOZIER
Army Reserve and is a 28-year veteran of NRCS,
travel,
having worked in seven locations across Illinois as a transfer or relocation delays and expenses. This
soil scientist, soil conservationist, and a district
makes Dozier’s selection valuable and cost effective
conservationist. For the last eight years Dozier served in many respects, especially during current tight
alongside former NRCS leader Bill Gradle as the
budget limits. Dozier was raised on his family’s grain
Assistant State Conservationist for Programs. In
and cattle farm located just outside of Mill Shoals in
addition to his work history with NRCS Mr. Dozier
White County, Illinois. Dozier, his wife, sons Alex
served as President of the Illinois Chapter of the Soil and Wyatt reside in rural Ivesdale in Champaign
and Water Conservation Society, was the American County, Illinois.
Indian Male representative to the National Civil
###
Rights Committee and served as national president of
NRCS’ American Indian and Alaska Native
USDA-NRCS is an equal opportunity employer and
Employee Association.
provider.
Champaign, IL--Effective April 23, 2012, the
position of State Conservationist for Illinois’ Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) will be
filled by Mr. Ivan Dozier. The selection, made last
week by NRCS Chief Dave White, ensures a
continued commitment to quality conservation and
support of NRCS’ broad partners and clients
statewide.

“Mr. Dozier has first-hand experience at leadership
NRCS: Helping People Help The Land
positions for the agency,” according to Paige Buck,
NRCS State Information Officer. “He’s familiar with To call and schedule an interview, please contact me
NRCS programs and federal policies and he has well- directly at 217 353 6606 or paige.buck@il.usda.gov
established relationships with key partners and staff. Paige Buck, Public Information Officer
He’ll hit the ground running.”
USDA - NRCS State Office - Illinois

“I am honored to take on this challenge and to
continue working with so many talented people here
in Illinois,” said Dozier. Dozier noted what a critical
time this is for agriculture and for conservation—
even more so with formation of the new Farm Bill so
close.

2118 W. Park Court
Champaign, IL 61821
 (217) 353-6606 CEL: (217) 841-3813| 
paige.buck@il.usda.gov
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NRCS Participates in the National American Indian Science and
Engineering Fair
NRCS was a major sponsor at the National American
Indian Science and Engineering Fair (NAISEF) that
took place in Albuquerque, New Mexico, March 22
through March 24, 2012. NRCS was an Amber and
Circle of Support sponsor for the American Indian
Science and Engineering Society (AISES) NAISEF.
One hundred eighty three American Indian students
from the 5th grade through 12th grade participated in
the NAISEF. Volunteer judges reviewed student
science disciplines that included the following:
 Animal Sciences
 Behavioral & Social Sciences

 Mathematical Sciences
 Medicine & Health Sciences
 Microbiology
 Physics and Astronomy Plant Sciences
NRCS sponsorship for this science fair helps provide
the support AISES needs as they move forward to
provide educational and career opportunities for
American Indians and Alaska Native students across
the Nation. The annual NAISEF provides an
opportunity for American Indian/Alaska Native
students to actively participate in a science-based

 Biochemistry
 Cellular and Molecular Biology
 Chemistry
 Computer Science
 Earth and Planetary Science
 Engineering
 Energy & Transportation
 Environmental Management
 Environmental Sciences
Cliff Sanchez judging science project

Rick Strait judges student from Minnesota

learning environment and create science projects that
can be shared with peers, teachers, and educators. This
science fair allows students to teach themselves and to
take from the established information what they need
to discover something new, to learn and execute the
steps of the scientific method, and to identify the tools
necessary to conduct and conclude their project.
NAISEF provides a forum for students to have their
research recognized and critiqued in the disciplines of
science, mathematics, engineering, technology, and
cultural preservation. Participants have opportunities
to win scholarships, cash awards, and traditional
prizes. NAISEF Grand Award winners advance to
compete at the Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair (ISEF) where they compete with
students from across the world.
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Students gather to receive presentation tips from
Dr. Crouch

markers, NRCS new Water Cycle poster, NRCS
Pollinator poster and Clean Water Town booklet.
“This national American Indian science provided great
exposure for NRCS” said Dr. Crouch and added,
“Being a sponsor for this event, having NRCS
professionals participating as judges and providing the
students with our NRCS career and educational
materials enables these future college students and
employees the opportunity to know who NRCS is and
what we do. It is never too early to let students know
the NRCS is committed to helping Indian County
preserve their lands and send a powerful message
about the ongoing Cultural Transformation that NRCS
is implementing to provide an inclusive work
environment for all.”

Dr. Carol Crouch, Oklahoma District Conservationist
and collateral duty National Special Emphasis
Program Manager American Indian Program Manager
(AI/AN SEPM) served as special award judge for
three “Extra Efforts” awards to fifth graders. These
awards were sponsored by NRCS Oklahoma and the
Oklahoma Tribal Conservation Advisory Council
during the event. Dr. Crouch was also the special
award judge for the NRCS American Indian Alaska
Native Employee Association (AIANEA) awards for
three seniors presenting science projects in the areas
of Engineering, Environmental Sciences, and Plant
Sciences. Dr. Crouch was selected, by AISES, to
speak to the students on Saturday, March 24; to
provide them with tips on how to effectively execute
the delivery of their science projects to the judges.
Other NRCS employees who participated as NAISEF
judges included; from New Mexico State Office were
Cliff Sanchez-Assistant State Conservationist/Water
Resources; Richard (Rick) Strait, State Soil Scientist;
Peter Lefebvre, Rangeland Specialist, Grants, New
Mexico and Deborah Clairmont, Soil Conservationist
and Colorado AI/AN SEPM, Cortez, Colorado.

Deb Clairmont visits with students

NRCS also had a career booth during the science fair.
Students, professionals, sponsors, science teachers and
parents received NRCS educational materials such as;
NRCS career brochure, Backyard Conservation, book
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Coastal Tribes Convene to Tackle Climate Change: Indigenous
people from all coasts of the United States come together
Submitted by Ciro Lo Pinto, District Conservationist, AIANSEPM, NRCS Pennsylvania

WASHINGTON, DC—I was lucky enough to
be chosen to Chair the Great Lakes, East
Coast, and Gulf of Mexico panel at the First
Stewards Symposium on Climate Change in
July of 2012. I would like to tell you the story.
I must start by thanking Rosalita Whitehair,
the Program Manager of the Partnership for
Tribal Governance Program at the National
Congress of American Indians and Brian
Patterson, President of the United Southern
and Eastern Tribes for recommending to the
good folks at NOAA Office of National
Marine Fisheries that I serve that role. I would
also thank my State Conservationist, Denise
Coleman, for having faith in my abilities and
agreeing to sponsor my NRCS travel. I would
also like the thank the American Indian/Alaska
Native Employees Association for NRCS
(AIANEA) for agreeing to sponsor the travel
of one of our Tribal Elders (and an EarthTeam
volunteer), Ted Herrera, to serve as a Witness
to the proceedings. I will tell you a little bit
about the symposium overall, then report upon
what I did. You can find out more about the
symposium at www.firststewards.org.

“We need everyone engaged in working on
adaptations, mitigation and strategies and
solutions to climate change,” said Micah
McCarty, chairman of the Makah and of the
First Stewards steering committee.
“Traditional knowledge is needed to make
climate science and subsequent models
meaningful on a human and local scale”.
“Coastal indigenous people have internalized
thousands of years of rich, place-based
knowledge of climate change and its impact
on humans, and adaptive behavior,” said
Daniel J. Basta, director, NOAA’s Office of
National Marine Sanctuaries. “Their
experience is extremely valuable today and
can help all of us as the world looks for ways
to adapt.”

Hundreds of native leaders, witnesses and
climate scientists joined policy-makers and
non-government organizations convened for
groundbreaking dialogue at this climate
change symposium at the Smithsonian
National Museum of the American Indian.
Regional panels shared climate adaptation
First Stewards: Coastal Peoples Address
strategies from coastal and island ecosystems
Climate Change was a national event that
nationwide where Indian Country, Alaska
examined the impact of climate change on
Natives and indigenous U.S. Pacific Islanders
indigenous coastal cultures and explored
are at the forefront, creating an incubator for
solutions based on millennia of traditional
climate change solutions. Tribes expressed
ecological knowledge – the accumulation of
their needs for solutions to pressing situations,
collective wisdom, practical experience and
such as renewable energy and adaptation
adaptation to changes in the environment over strategies for villages.
many generation and thousands of years. The
My role was to convene a panel of six Native
Hoh, Makah and Quileute tribes and the
Leaders and Tribal Elders to present their
Quinault Indian Nation of the Olympic
stories of how their coastal communities are
Peninsula in Washington State convened the
affected by and adapting to climate change. I
symposium because tribal coastal people are
have been very lucky to have made many
among the most affected by climate change.
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tribal contacts in my role as the most recent
Past President of the American Indian/Alaska
Native Employees Association for 2011.
Additionally, each panel had to include a way
the western science validates traditional
ecological knowledge. The document entitled
NRCS Indigenous Stewardship Methods and
NRCS Conservation Practices guidebook was
the tool I brought to the symposium panel to
show how NRCS can adapt our conservation
planning process to the uses of Traditional
Ecological Knowledge while respecting and
honoring the Consultation process with Tribes.
This guidebook was created through the Seven
Generations Visioning process entered into by
the AIANEA. This guidebook can be found at:
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/
detail/national/plantsanimals/plants/techpub/?
&cid=stelprdb1045246

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=G1J3lp1snCo
The symposium was a partnership between the
Tribes and Pacific Island indigenous
communities with scientists and governmental
and non-governmental organizations including
the National Congress of American Indians,
NOAA Office of National Marine Sanctuaries,
and National Marine Fisheries Service,
Smithsonian’s National Museum of the
American Indian, The Nature Conservancy,
and Western Pacific Regional Fishery
Management Council. Other partners include
Northwest Indian Fisheries Commission, EA
Engineering, Science, and Technology;
Salmon Defense, Uncas Consulting Services;
and United South and Eastern Tribes. Portions
of the symposium also were webcast at http://
www.firststewards.org.

In all, I was glad to meet the challenge of the
For more information, visit
assignment and I was truly touched by the
www.firststewards.org<http://
stories of the Indigenous Peoples at this
www.firststewards.org/>.
meeting as well as their very pragmatic
outlook of the positive possibilities contained
in the future of their People. I feel that the
policy makers and organizations present really
wanted to continue the dialogue and the work
begun by the contributors; just by the telling of
their stories. My advice to others, regarding
Chairing an event of this magnitude, is to
remember how many other people you rely
upon when you are doing your best work and
to truly believe in what others tell you when
they are showing confidence in your abilities.
First Stewards video from The Nature
Conservancy newsletter:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=9UOWGhB0U
Kc
One of the many stories told, 16 year old
witness Nelson Kanuk from Alaska Panel:
The Four Winds Newsletter of AIANEA Volume 5 Edition 1 Niibin 2012
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First Stewards (FS) Symposium
Submitted by Ted Herrera, Elder AIANEA
Caulli Tonalli
Greetings to my Family:

will be able to view all of the panel discussions,
speakers and even some of the beautiful cultural
events.

The FS symposium experience was a very significant
event for me in that I was actually sitting across the
table from someone from Alaska who is losing his
shoreline home in a few months (see link below) due
to erosion caused by the melting of the permafrost. I
also sat side by side with our Island relatives from
Hawaii, Guam, Samoa and the Mariana Islands who
say that their Islands are "shrinking" due to erosion
First of all I am extremely grateful that my wife,
and they told me of how the climate change is
JoAnn, was able to accompany me on this trip since
impacting the coral habitats, their drinking water.
she is also my nurse (keeps me on track with my
Their fish stocks are being impacted by the high
meds) , my night time chauffer (my marginal night
acidity of the waters and that carbon dioxide values
vision keeps me from driving at night) , secretary
continue to rise. I heard from our families from the
(tells me where I am and where I need to be), and
North west Coast who are suffering with the results of
most important of all she puts up with me (after 45
high acidity, melting glaciers and declining fish
years of marriage we have fought over just about
populations, and our relatives from the North East
everything at least a couple of times).
Coast who are dealing with the negative impacts of
Secondly I am very appreciative of our nephew, Ciro high acidity in their fishing waters and losing their
Lo Pinto, who attended the Symposium to lead one of sacred plants.
the panels. Ciro is a remarkable NRCS professional
who stayed focused on the tasks at hand – delivering To hear the many devastating firsthand accounts
brought sadness to my heart yet I never sensed fear
his message very effectively to a large audience in a
smooth relaxed manner and all the time being mindful or heard panic in the voices of my new found family
of my wellbeing, making sure I was comfortable, that members , and that leaves me with hope for the future
of our indigenous families. It has made me aware that
I didn't miss a meal and that I got around safely.
indigenous people have survived because they rely on
My role at the First Stewards symposium was as a
traditional solutions like taking only what you need,
witness; to verify and validate what transpired during respecting the land, protecting the natural resources
the presentations, the panel discussions and other
and sometimes even relocating.
activities. I later discovered that the witness concept is
part of the Northwest Coast Tribal Culture. It is a very I am convinced that this First Stewards Symposium is
not only going to bring worldwide attention to the
important component of a Traditional Potlatch
effects of Climate Change on indigenous people but it
gathering.
will be successful in helping find solutions.
I was very fortunate to have been part of a group of
Already (as of 7 August 2012) I was notified that
witnesses that included some very talented people:
Directors have been selected to establish a First
Clarita Begay, a Doctoral Candidate from the
Stewards 501(c)(3) Non-Profit Organization and that
University of Washington, Nelson Kanuk, a student
our Witness report will be included along with a
from Kipnuk Alaska, and Kalei Nu' uhiwa, a
Researcher and Curriculum Developer from Hawaii . Resolution that is being crafted to send forward for
the purpose of soliciting funding for the continuation
For complete day to day coverage of the FS
of the FS Agenda.
symposium please visit http://firststewards.org and
then click on VIDEOS from the top menu bar. You
I am writing to you with the hope that I might convey
some of the heartfelt emotions that I experienced
during the days of the 17-20 of July 2012. That was
the week when the First Stewards (FS) Symposium
convened at the National Museum of American
Indians (NMAI) in Washington, D.C.
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American Indian Leadership Summit
NRCS was a full circle of support sponsor at the
National American Indian Science and Engineering
Society (AISES) Leadership Summit, held recently
on the Santa Ana Reservation near Albuquerque. Dr.
Carol Crouch, Oklahoma district conservation and
National American Indian Program Manager for
NRCS is the NRCS AISES liaison for all AISES
annual events. Nathaniel Todea, NRCS hydraulic
engineer from Utah, organized and participated in
two sessions at both the college student and
professional sessions. The college session was titled
“Reading the Stars (Laws) --Traditional Ecological
Knowledge for Leadership” and the professional
session was titled “Intertwining Leadership
Competencies and Traditional Ecological
Knowledge”. The college session included more than
100 undergraduates and graduate students from 33
colleges nationwide and from Canada. Dr. Carol
Crouch and Richard Vigil, NRCS management
analyst from Utah, contributed to both sessions
facilitated by NRCS. The accompanying photo
(bottom) shows Richard Vigil speaking to the group.
Norm Vigil, New Mexico assistant state conservation
for programs, provided perspectives from his heritage
at the professional session.

sitting down with an electrical engineer, mining
engineer, economics, and physics students and
discussing efficiencies of systems, resources needed
to develop systems and the need for more
efficiencies; it was great seeing brainstorming and
being part of the conversation.” According to Dr.
Crouch, “It was a huge honor for NRCS to be
selected to present at the leadership summit; not only
one but two sessions. It also provided an opportunity
for our futures leaders to learn more about NRCS and
sends a powerful message about the ongoing Cultural
Transformation that NRCS is implementing to
provide an inclusive work environment for all.

AISES is a national, nonprofit
organization which nurtures
community development by
bridging science and technology
with traditional values. Through its
educational programs, AISES
provides opportunities for
American Indians and Alaska
Natives to pursue studies in the
science, engineering, and
technology arenas. AISES’ ultimate
goal is to be a catalyst for the
advancement of American Indians
and Native Alaskans as they
become self-reliant and selfdetermined members of society.
For more information about AISES
go to www.aises.org.
“The summit was great”, said
Todea and added, ”I remember
The Four Winds Newsletter of AIANEA Volume 5 Edition 1 Niibin 2012
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Membership Form
American Indian/Alaska Native Employees Association for NRCS
“Respect, Harmony, and Beauty”
www.aianea.com

Please make checks payable to AIANEA and mail your membership form and dues to:
Harold Bryant
1510 29th Street
Hondo, TX 78861
Date: ___________________
Name: ________________________________________________________________
Position/Title: __________________________________________________________
Office Address: ___________________________________________ New Address?
City: ____________________State: _______ ____________ Zip Code:_____________
Phone: ______________________________Fax ______________________________
e-mail: ________________________________________________________________
Tribal Affiliation (optional ________________________________________________
Type of membership. (Membership is for one calendar year January 1 to December 31)
My membership is for the year 20____.
Regular-$25.00 Check here if this is a renewal membership
Student -$10.00 full-time high school or college students
Lifetime - $250.00 or payable in 4 installments of $65/year
Enclosed is payment # 1______ 2________ 3________ 4_________
Tribal College-$100.00
Tribal - $500.00
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The 2012 AIANEA
National Council
Gina Kerzman – President
Levi Montoya - 1st Vice President
Ciro LoPinto - 2nd Vice President
Leota Burnett - So. Central Region Rep.
Jack Lewis - Southeast Region Rep.
Athena Pratt - West Region Rep.
Samantha Lawien - Midwest Region Rep.
John Whitney - East Region Rep.
David Pesicka - Northern Plains Region Rep.
Sherry Cosper - Secretary
Harold Bryant - Treasurer

USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer
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